
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
Superlative audio quality is now available with the Neutron Music Player app on Intel® Atom™ tablets 
for Android*.  This new compatibility means that music lovers can access and enjoy the highest quality 
sound possible on their mobile devices. As an Intel® Software Partner, Neutron Code can access a range 
of technical and business tools through the Intel® Developer Zone.  

Neutron Music Player now brings the satisfaction of great music to tablet users everywhere. The 
developer, Neutron Code, has achieved the next level of audio quality in mobile device technology by 
solving some of the challenges that previously limited sound clarity and depth.  The richest, fullest 
sound from a 32/64 bit audio processor means listeners can now play crisp, sonorous music right on 
their Android* tablets.  Designed with professional musicians and audio technicians in mind, Neutron 
Music Player has many of the capabilities of expert-level audio, but with an intuitive user interface so 
anyone can enjoy their favorite music easily.  A clean, attractive display loaded with options allows 
audiophiles to create and manage libraries, control their equalization settings and soak up the gratifying, 
sensory experience of great sound.  
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Neutron Music Player Offers Outstanding Audio on Android* Tablets
This magnificent, professional-level music player app now harnesses the Android* tablet’s powerful 
platform.  Mobility and versatility allow users to take their personal soundtrack with them wherever they 
go.  This compatibility with Android* tablets offers users enhanced flexibility and control when comes to 
their favorite music.

High-Quality Audio Available for Android*

The high-quality 32/64 bit audio engine is the peak of performance 
for tablets. The unique audio core provides stable functionality that 
is not reliant on the operating system or firmware.  

Professional Level Advanced Controls

A host of elegant engineering features let users get the most out of 
their listening experience.  Parametric equalization, surround sound, 
cross fading, a rumble filter that protects speakers from overload, 
hardware and preamp volume controls give listeners a broad range 
of sonic customization.  This app even has high-quality, real-time 
resampling in two modes: quality and audiophile. 

Supports a Broad Range of Formats

Virtually all the widely used audio file formats are compatible with 
this app. MP1, MP2, MP3, AIF, FLAC, WAV, ALAC, AVI (audio) and 
OPUS are just some examples of the variety of file options. It also 
supports several types of files for album art.

Versatile Playback and Media Library

Nothing is more pleasurable than compiling and listening to a 
playlist of favorite songs.  Listeners can conveniently group their 
music by album, artist, genre, year or rating.  Playback selections 
include shuffle, loop, single track and queue.  

Intuitive Interface

The clean, eye-catching look and sensitive tap mechanism 
enhance the overall digital music experience.  All the sophisticated 
functionality of the app is easily manipulated with the attractive, 
user-friendly display.  



Neutron Music Player by 
Neutron Code on Tablets 
for Android* Powered  
by Intel®

The lightweight, sleek design 
of Android* tablets affords 
listeners maximum portability 
when it comes to taking their 
high quality sounds with them.  
Equipped with Intel® Atom™ 
processors, these devices offer 
hours of functionality on a 
powerful, high-performance 
platform.  After downloading 
the Neutron Music Player, users 
can soak up hours of crystal 
clear audio wherever they are.  
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To become an Intel Software Partner visit
www.intel.com/partner

To find out more about Intel apps for Android*, 
visit the showcase at 
https://software.intel.com/pams/android




